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Sofa

Designed by Simon Legald for Normann Copenhagen
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A contemporary 
dining sofa
Normann Copenhagen introduces a new and 
charismatic sofa design to its repertoire. Frame 
is a sofa with a distinctively high seat, making it 
particularly ideal for dining environments or other 
areas where a higher seat is desired. The design is 
the epitome of  minimalism, consisting of  only two 
elements: A simple, slightly rounded seat elegantly 
integrated into the gently angled backrest. Frame 
draws inspiration from classic American diners, 
often characterized by smaller booths with quilted 
dining sofas.
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Designer Simon Legald explains, ”The idea was to 
take the heavy, upholstered dining sofa out of  the 
diner and give it a more contemporary expression. 
Frame has been an exploration of  how to create a 
similar product that better caters to modern needs 
and interiors.”

The result is a completely clean, simple profile, 
extruded into four different lengths. Appropriately 
named “Frame”, the collection gracefully frames 
the surroundings in which it is placed. The design is 
crafted from high-quality PU foam with an internal 
wooden reinforcement structure and powder-coated 
steel legs. Frame can be customized with Normann 
Copenhagen’s wide-ranging assortment of  upholstery 
options, which offers textiles and leathers in hundreds 
of  thousands of  colors and variations.
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Upholstery: All colors in Kvadrat Remix, Kvadrat Canvas, Kvadrat Steelcut Trio, Kvadrat Hallingdal, Kvadrat Divina,  

Kvadrat Divina MD, Kvadrat Divina Melange, Kvadrat Fiord, Kvadrat Vidar, Kvadrat Sacho Elle, Kvadrat Sacho Zero, Camira Oceanic, 

Camira Aquarius, Camira Main Line Flax, Camira Synergy, Camira Yoredale, JAB City Velvet and Sørensen Ultra Leather.

Materials: Frame: Combination of pine and chipboard, Filling: PU Foam, Legs: Powder-coated steel 

Dimensions: Frame 80 cm: H: 80 x W: 80 x SH: 45 cm, Frame 165 cm: H: 80 x W: 165 x SH: 45 cm, 

Frame 200 cm: H: 80 x W: 200 x SH: 45 cm, Frame 280 cm: H: 80 x W: 280 x SH: 45 cm

 Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies 

Frame Sofa 165 cm
H: 80 x W: 165 x SH: 45 cm

Frame Sofa 80 cm
H: 80 x W: 80 x SH: 45 cm

Frame Sofa 200 cm
H: 80 x W: 200 x SH: 45 cm

Frame Sofa 280 cm
H: 80 x W: 280 x SH: 45 cm

https://bit.ly/3OYwbQz
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Press Info
For high resolution images and press releases  

for all products and events in English,  
German, French, Italian and Danish go to 

normann-copenhagen.presscloud.com 

For further information or loan requests 
for editorial photoshoots please contact 

Anna Willerslev
Brand Activation Manager

anna@normann-copenhagen.com

Connecting People and Spaces

Since Normann Copenhagen’s foundation in 1999,  
our ambition has been to challenge conventional  
thinking and make the ordinary extraordinary  

through great design. By combining the craftsmanship, 
functionality and endurance characterized by our Danish 

design heritage with modern silhouettes and durable  
materials, we aim to create original products in a  

contemporary design that withstand the test of  time.  
We believe in uniting people and spaces across the world 
and improving the quality of  people’s lives through the 

power of  great design. Our products combine  
functionality and design and accommodate the diversity 

of  needs of  modern life in residential and  
professional interiors alike. 
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